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Version 1.02-a1

Each of us are real business owners who are actually implementing the
strategies we share in this white paper. What you read is not theory, it is
what we are all doing to clone ourselves and get our businesses to run
without us.

When it’s all said and done . . . the bottom line is . . .

Identify A Success . . .
        . . . Tell The Story
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How valuable would it be to have a
system to replicate success?
My Story . . .

“Honestly I thought this was too good to be true when I first heard about the
concept . . . but it is true and it works. People are influenced by the
success stories of others and it’s one of the least expensive ways to market
AND one of the most effective. I am now sharing this white paper with all
my business clients and helping them capture their successes and have a
system to reproduce those successes on a very large scale.”
GingerAnne Collins - Business Owner
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Insights . . .

We have taken decades of experience and thousands of hours of research
and experience and worked very hard to condense it down into one very
powerful white paper which will change the way you do business forever.
Share this with everyone you know.  Helping Others - Helps Us!

The concept is simple . . .

“Often 10% of our clients will give us 90% of the referrals. What if . . . we
could capture the way the 10% think and then implant that type of thinking
into the other 90% of our clients?  What would that do for our business?”
“The average business needs 10 leads to convert 1 to a sale. That means
that the average business / sales professional is not getting paid for 90% of
the work we do. Imagine . . . having a system which captures the way the
10% think and transplants that type of thinking to the other 90%. What
would that do to your business?”
If you benefit from the white paper and would like to take what you learned
to the next level of success the following are two great options.
    1. Seven week online course - w
 ww.TheVisionProject.net/MagicSeedSystem.htm
    2. One on one coaching - www.TheVisionProject.net/Action_Vision.htm
If you have not taken advantage of a complimentary 30 minutes Strategy
Session please feel free to do that as well. Complete short online
questions and someone will connect with you to schedule your strategy
session.
www.TheVisionProject.net/Survey_prepfor30.htm
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Very Important To Remember . . .

Success = The Magic Seed System
Every time we see a success in any area of our
business we MUST learn to discipline our thinking to
think Success = Magic Seed System. There are 5
Steps that must be adhered to with great discipline
to reproduce success.
The above statements are so powerful we will share
them a few times throughout this white paper. The real
challenge here is how do we take the massive amount of information and share
the most important information which will help you the most and do it with the
least words possible.
Based on different university studies, the average number of contacts it takes to
make a sale is somewhere between six and ten contacts. Those same
researchers discovered that the average salesperson / business owner will only
make between one and two contacts. A lot of this is actually not brain surgery . .
. we need to put a system in place to touch every prospect at least ten times and
tell them a story that will touch them in such a way that they purchase our
products / services . . . IF . . . we’re the best solution for
them.
The Magic Seed System is really like fertilizer within the
ten touches. When we communicate stories of success
from clients, referral partners and others we service
those ten touches will result in MORE prospects
converting into clients and converting those leads
FASTER!
TIP: Invite the person who passed along this white
paper out to lunch, your treat, and brainstorm how the two of you and others in
your networks, could help one another implement what is being shared in this
white paper.

We can accomplish far more together than we ever

could on our own.
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Very Important To Remember . . .

Success = The Magic Seed System
Every time we see a success in any area of our
business we MUST learn to discipline our thinking to
think Success = Magic Seed System. There are 5
Steps that must be adhered to with great discipline to
reproduced success.
One of the hardest things to do in The Magic Seed
System is Step 1: Identify The Success.

Step 1: Identify Success

Every business is creating successes on a consistent basis,
otherwise a business would not continue to stay in business.
The challenge is that most businesses do not make it a part
of their culture AND then install a system to reproduce that
success throughout their entire BOS - Business Operating
System.
We strongly recommend that you purchase or check out from
your local library the book “Made To Stick” and take 15
minutes to read the story about Jared with Subway
Sandwiches and how you can learn from that to install that
type of culture throughout your entire company.
Another great seven week course is Sticky
Messages which will help us to learn how to not
only identify successful stories but tell those
stories in a way that makes them very memorable,
i.e. sticky.

Assignment 1:
Create spreadsheet to track all
successes and train everyone
how to track all successes.
Date Completed: ___/___/___
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Step 2: Learn

Learning why the success was a success and
what actions created that success is something
that is hard to do. We need to learn how to ask
the best questions, to the right people, at the right
time and in the right way . . . AND . . . then we
need to develop deep listening skills.
We are prejudiced to see our successes for
certain reason, but the reason behind successes
is much harder to identify. If we are not able to
clearly see the reasons and steps which created
the initial successes we will not be able to create a
system which will reproduce that success over
and over, again and again.
We need to learn to capture our success in a story as
“Stories are like flight simulators to the brain.”
Made To Stick - pg. 213
We need to learn based on personalities, ours, those
who see successes and those we are communicating
the success to. One of the most valuable things we
can learn in reproducing success is how different
personality types process information, data and
stories in very different ways and have very different
end goals.
We need to have a BOS - Business Operating System
which consists of DNA for PEOPLE, DNA for
BUSINESS and the DNA for LIFE. The combination
of the three DNA’s is what produces the magic to
deep learning AND a system which will take the
successes that we already have and then put those
into a system to reproduce those success on a large
scale.
Assignment 2:
Start tracking successes.
Date Completed: ___/___/___
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Step 3: Capture

Once we have a system to Step 1: Identify the successes and know how to
Step 2: Learn how we achieved the success then we’re ready to Step 3:
Capture that success.  There are three major ways to capture a success.
   1. Written testimony
   2. Audio testimony
   3. Video testimony
We can capture the success or we can apply one of the 5
Time Management Freedom Fighters. Most find “Contract
Out” to be the most effective when contracted to those who
have specialized training and experience in that area.
The written testimony is the easiest to do and it’s best to have
someone who has gone through the Sticky Messages and is
certified in capturing successes. It is very important that we
“control” the story and how the story is told. Our clients have
had the experience, but very few know how to best tell the story in a way that will impact
those who will be reading - seeing or experiencing the story when it is retold.
Normally we will want to write the story in a testimony format and then ask the client for
their feedback and permission to share. If you are able to use the client’s full name it
will have the greatest impact and create the greatest credibility. Obviously if you use
the clients full name you will need to get permission from the client to use the testimony.
Generally speaking, if you just use the first name and city and state . . . Karen - Chicago
Illinois, then you generally do not have to get permission from the individual.
It is important that the stories are true! It is important also that we craft the stories to
address the deep psychology of “Why people do buy” and “Why people do not buy.” If
we’re familiar with the DNA for PEOPLE, i.e. Personality Masteries this will help us a
great deal. If we’re familiar with the DNA for BUSINESS, i.e. The 5/30 Grid and Box 12
and how what we discover in Box 13 needs to be fed back into Box 12 that creates a
magical experience.
One of the Natural Laws within the DNA for LIFE is the Cluster Principle. The Cluster
Principle states that it’s not unusual that someone who is making a buying or selling
decision will know between six and nine other people making that same type of buying
decision. The Magic Seed System we create or better yet, have
someone else create for us, will incorporate all three DNA’s together.
Assignment 3:
Write out testimony for successes. Date Completed: ___/___/___
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Step 4: Reproduce
The reproduction of
the story is really
sharing the success
story with as many
people as possible.
To do that we need to
have a strong BOS
(Business Operating
System).
If we have a strong
BOS then the success
stories
will
be
delivered to the right
people, in the right
way, at the right time
and the right manner.
Creating a successful BOS will help us to double our sales / income, reduce the
number of hours we work, reduce our stress and improve our life balance. The
challenge is that we probably don’t know how to create the time, to build an
engine that will do this for us.
Reading the “Please CLONE ME” white paper will help us to
learn how to reproduce ourselves or we can take a more simple
approach and just contract with certified E-VA’s (Executive
Virtual Assistants) to do the work for us. If they are certified
through Life Masteries Institute which is a non profit organization
then we can be confident they know what they are doing. NOTE:
The program is so rigorous that only 18% of those who enter into
the
program
graduate.
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There are five major areas within every business. Each of these five areas
benefit from The Magic Seed System. The following provides a big picture of the
massive benefits to really building a great Magic Seed System which helps all
five areas of The 5/30 Grid.

All six levels, within each of the five areas of The 5/30 Grid, are important aspects to
building your Magic Seed System. Obviously this white paper does not have the space
to drill into all the details. Great study and understanding of the full 5/30 Grid will assist
us to know that we need to take Box 13, discover why we are losing prospects and then
discover, within Box 12 stories which will prevent us from losing prospects. We’ll also
learn how to feed Box 12
back into Boxes, 2, 4, 5, 6,
7 and 8 specifically.

Assignment 4:
Use BOS to get my
success stories to the
masses.
Date Completed:
 ___/___/___
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Step 5: Evaluate

This is probably the most important piece and the hardest to do well. Most
business owners and sales professionals honestly do not have the time to really
learn how to do this well and most do not have the personalities to enjoy doing
this.
With all the technology advances and the ability to contract with E-VA (Executive
Virtual Assistants) who are certified through Life Masteries Institute there is no
need to figure this out on our own. Do as any smart business owner would do
and get someone else to do not only Step 5: Evaluate, but how about all five
steps.
We need to implement
systems which will help
us to evaluate the
positive impact our Magic
Seed System is having
on each of the five areas
and specific boxes within
The 5/30 Grid.
For Area 1: Marketing,
we should see greater
quantity of leads coming
in and a stronger quality
of lead.
Area 2:
Pre-Sales we should have a whole series of ten or more touches which come
from Success Stories / Magic Seed System and those touches should help to
convert a higher percentage of leads into sales. Area 3: The Sale, we should
see sales convert faster as a result of better leads and the Success Stories
helping to warm the clients up / move them closer to the sale and overcoming
objections the prospect might have. Area 4: Servicing should see a larger
number of referrals and stronger referrals as a result The Magic Seed System.
Area 5: Client For Life will see stronger retention of clients and greater
connections into their sphere’s of influence.
Assignment 5:
Check out E-VA’s to build and run our entire Magic Seed System.
Date Completed: ___/___/___
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The bottom line . . . is that when we build and run The Magic Seed System in
the right way, we will increase our income, reduce the number of hours we work,
reduce our stress and improve our life balance.
The five simple steps help us to develop and
implement a powerful system for capturing the
successes that we work so hard as a team to achieve
AND then reproduce those.
It really is like fertilizer for our business when we
think about it.

Identify A Success . . .
        . . . Tell The Story

Questions . . . 888.230.2300
Outside the US . . . 630.393.9909
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Possible NEXT Steps
Step 1:

Connect with the person who provided this white paper.  Thank them and
discuss the possibility of working together on key things in this white paper.
Date Completed: ___/___/___

Step 2:

Request a complimentary / free 30 minute Strategy
Session AND read the book “Made To Stick”

Date Completed: ___/___/___

Step 3:

Take the seven week course.
- www.TheVisionProject.net/MagicSeedSystem.htm

Date Completed: ___/___/___

Step 4:

Complete a thorough assessment of your business.
- www.TheVisionProject.net/Business_Xray.htm

Date Completed: ___/___/___

Step 5: Join a mastermind group.
                  - www.TheVisionProject.net/MastermindMAGIC.htm
                  - www.TheVisionProject.net/MastermindScholarships.htm
Date Completed:
___/___/___

Step 6:

Have a business architect build a customized plan.
- www.TheVisionProject.net/Action_Vision.htm

Date Completed: ___/___/___

Step 7:

Contract with E-VA firm(s) to build the plan and do the
work on your behalf to save you time.
- www.TheVisionProject.net/VA_VirtualAssistant.htm

Date Completed: ___/___/___
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Pay It Forward White Papers

Core Concept - Building on the knowledge base of others . . .

Next generational knowledge . . . Any group of four individuals actively involved with
www.TheVisionProject.net i.e. Mastermind Seminars, Coffee Connections, Legacy
Partners Network, Mastermind Partnerships, Profitable Partnerships professionals may
take any one of these white papers, specific to this topic and rewrite it any way they
wish, as long as it adheres to the overall values of the network and follows the “Pay It
Forward White Paper” format.
The four individuals involved in the original white paper, where the white paper was
originally created, will be recognized for their efforts at the end of your new white paper.
All copyrights for all white papers and everything contained within the white papers will
be held through Life Masteries Institute and The Vision Project.
The accumulation of combined knowledge will create a worldwide effort which we
believe will touch all seven plus billion people on this planet . . . fulfilling the vision for
the www.TheVisionProject.net.
The Vision Project network will seek to track all those who have been affected as a
result of all the iterations, the variations of this white paper, as each group of four, add
their own unique knowledge, experience, perspective and insights into the ongoing
generations of what will be shared throughout the world.
We can accomplish far more together than we ever could on our own. Applied to this
type of white paper a new version of the white paper may only have a 1% change. That
1% change could make all the difference in the world.
As you read this white paper did you see something you thought could have been better
shared? Do you believe you have a story that really drives home the point in the white
paper? Would you like to use this white paper to enrich those in your network as well
as expanding your world?
Step 1:

Join The Vision Project network -

Step 2:

Connect with 3 other individuals and brainstorm about how you would modify
/ enhance this white paper.  www.TheVisionProject.net/PayItForward.htm

Step 3:

Inform your lead mentor of your team.  They will get everything set up for you.

www.TheVisionProject.net/Survey_TVP_Join.htm

Questions . . . 888.230.2300  Outside the US . . . 630.393.9909
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Thank You!
As authors of this white paper, we would like to give a special thanks to each and
everyone of the E-VA’s (Executive Virtual Assistants) who really deserve all the credit
for this white paper.
We, as business owners, have the extra time in our lives because of you.  Thank you!
E-VA’s, you have invested thousands of hours, of your own time, time you have not
been paid for, into training and perfecting your craft. Each of you are really the secrets
to “The Magic Seed System!” and our hope is that this white paper generates a
massive amount of business for each of your businesses as you have generated so
much business for each of us through your tireless work.  Thank you!
You are truly fellow business owners, our peers . . . and our desire and passion is to
give back to you, the gift you are giving to us . . . the gift of getting each of your
businesses to run without you. We know that you will do this because of the superior
business model you have. All the certified E-VA’s, through Life Masteries Institute,
working together, create freedom not only for each of your clients, but also for you as
well.  Congratulations on your success!
Thank You!

Additional Information On E-VA’s

www.TheVisionProject.net/VA_VirtualAssistant.htm
Check Out This Short Video

www.TheVisionProject.net/VA_AddTest.htm
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About The Authors

We trust you have benefited from our mutual mindshare in this whitepaper. Please
pass along the link to others so they can benefit as you have. Based on the following
information, please feel free to call anyone of us for a complimentary 30 minute
interview / strategy session to see if or how we might be able to assist you.

Chad Buttars
My Ideal Lead: Anyone looking for assistance in properties
What I do: I help people find and sell great property in real estate
How I help people: Making a difference in others’ lives not only through
real estate, but through resource connections

Contact Info:  8 01-941-8400; chadbuttarsteam@gmail.com
Richard Harader
My Ideal Lead:  I seek and welcome individuals who search for
meaningful ways to connect, profit and serve others

What I do: I am an energy consultant. A what??  I invite others into a business
that serves consumers of gas and electricity. More importantly is the creation of
profitable business relationships based on integrity.

How I help people: I help people who are looking for a way to change

their financial future and be a good steward as a good neighbor and good friend.

Contact Info: 480-563-2714; richard.harader@edwardjones.com

Allen Wells
My Ideal Lead: Individuals or companies looking for competent advice
and fast, accurate personnel and a trusted approach

What I do: I provide total financial services to individuals, large and small
businesses and other agencies.

How I help people: I’m a trusted advisor that is available to enable my
clients to make informed financial decisions

Contact Info:  419-836-8367; allen@thehealingbarn.com

Alan Stein
My Ideal Lead: Anyone looking to grow their business, get their
message out, share a story or invitation with others

What I do: I am the owner of a printing shop that offers a variety of

options to get your message out the way YOU need it, in the format you
prefer

How I help people: I help people grow their cause through our printing

and also share coaching with anyone open to learning best business practices
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Contact Info:  410-479-4700; als@tanglewoodconservatories.com
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